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Rules
1. No Weapons: No real weapons are allowed on the convention grounds. Anything in a costume that is weapon-
like in appearance must be peacebonded at registration. Please see the Weapons & Prop Policy (Page 10) for 
more information.
2. Guns: While guns are a part of many Costumes and main symbols of a lot of Anime Characters, the real world 
frowns on anything that looks like a real weapon. UVic will not allow anything that looks like a real gun. There-
fore, we ask that you leave them at home.
If you need a prop gun for a Cosplay Contest or skit, contact the convention staff before attending and we’ll see 
what we can do.
3. Listen to the con-staff: If a Convention staff member or Uvic security asks you to to do something, politely 
respond to the request and follow the instruction.
4. Area Restrictions: Non-convention rooms and hallways are out of bounds. There will be exams in session dur-
ing the convention, please be respectful when passing through these areas.
5. Respect your fellow con-goers: Don’t make others uncomfortable. We want this to be a fun experience for ev-
eryone, so respect the people around you. If you are not sure whether or not something is appropriate, it is best 
to err on the side of caution as this rule is enforced at the discretion of the convention staff.
6. Keep exits and hallways clear: Beyond following the fire code, this allows for greater mobility among attendees 
and improves the convention experience for everyone.
7. Dress code:  We are a family friendly convention run on Uvic school property, therefore while most bikinis are 
acceptable, they are considered the most skin that should be showing. Please note, thongs and string bikinis are 
not permitted. These are general guidelines, at the discretion of Tsukino-Con Staff. If you are unsure whether a 
costume is appropriate, please ask info@tsukinocon.com.
8. Respect those not attending: This is a University where students will be studying, please respect their space.
9. No Alcohol or Drugs: There is no drinking or drug use allowed at the convention. Attendees found with liquor or 
drugs, or who are noticeably under the influence, will be banned. Campus Security or the Police will be contacted 
if deemed appropriate.
10. Two strike policy: Violating Con policy will result in a warning upon which the attendees badge will be 
marked. A second violation will result in removal and potential banning from the convention. Convention staff 
reserve the right to remove attendees without warning if their actions are deemed dangerous or highly inappro-
priate. This is at the discretion of Convention staff and Uvic Security.
11. Smoking: No smoking inside Ring Road. This is a University of Victoria rule. If you are unsure what areas 
count as Ring Road, please look at one of the UVic maps provided on the Visitor Info page. All convention build-
ings are inside the ring.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
12. Photography and Video: If you are taking pictures or video, for yourself or others, please read our Media 
Rules.
a) Permission: Always ask to photograph someone. A cosplayer wants to give you the best photo possible. Tak-
ing a picture without warning diminishes their year round hard work and preparation. While you may not want to 
interrupt a cosplayer, they would rather stop for a good photo than find a bad one online.
b) Timing: Good timing is common sense. Don’t approach a cosplayer while they’re eating lunch, dismantled and 
resting, in the bathroom, sitting in a panel, etc. Wait till they are ‘on the job’.
c) Rules of Engagement: Look with your eyes not your hands. Many costumes are made with delicate materials 
and can be accidentally damaged. When taking a picture with a cosplayer, make sure it’s okay to put your arm 
around them. Remember, cosplay is not consent.
d) Keep it Brief: A cosplayer’s commitment is to the overall fans, not to any one person. Try not to start up a 
lengthy conversation, unless they are encouraging it. Be mindful of others around you and careful of dominating 
a cosplayer’s time.
e) Wonder Twins: A lot of cosplayers are open to pairing-up temporarily, if you have a costume of matching 
theme and skill level. However, don’t take offense if they would rather go solo.
f) Safe Space: Do your part to create a ‘safe space’ for cosplay. If you see inappropriate behavior, report it to a 
staff member. Sexual harassment of any kind will not be tolerated. Remember, cons are about celebrating heroes 
and you can be a hero by looking out for each other.
g) Respect: Cosplayer’s strive to enhance the Convention experience, inspire through their art, and express their 
fandom. They may come in all shapes and sizes, but they all want and deserve to be treated with respect. Just 
like any public place, there is a difference between appreciating beauty and making others uncomfortable. Cos-
players are artists and should be treated with respect. Maintaining eye contact is a good habit to form.
h) Traffic: High-traffic areas should be avoided for photography and video purposes. E.g. narrow halls, the out-
side of registration, panel line ups, vendors hall, etc.
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Chair - Richard DiCastri
Vice-Chair - Matt Van Herwaarden
Audio/Visual Head - Adrian Simeoni
Audio/Visual Deputy - Peter Cho
Board Gaming Head - Emilie Henriksen
Card Gaming Head - Tynan Mather
Card Gaming Deputy - Serena Baker
Coat Check Head - Carmen Tang
Coat Check Deputy - Rodney Austin
Coffee Fairies Head - Jordan Swaluk
Concession Head - Autumn Trinh
Concession Deputy - Madison Vinkle
Con-Ops Head - Andre Van Slyke
Con-Ops Deputy - Brandon Duncan
Cosplay Contest Coordinator - Adrian Simeoni
Cosplay Contest Asst. Coordinator - Maryjane Brown
Dealer & Artist Liason Head - Heather MacKinnon
Dealer & Artist Liason Deputy - Alexander Andersen
Event Services Head - Marc Ducas
Event Services Deputy - Shane Anson
Fashion Show Head - Wynter Caron
First Aid Head - Erik Chow
Graphics Head - Don McCaskill
Guest Liaison Head - Greg Olaussen
Guest Liaison Deputy - Tiffany Kuo
Heavy Transport Head - Richard DiCastri
Heavy Transport Deputy - Christopher Best

Janitorial Head - Myles Heaven
Janitorial Deputy - Cameron Clark
Logistics Head - Jacob McDonald
Logistics Deputy - Tyler Birney
Marketing Head - Kerrin Borg-Grech
Master of Ceremonies - Kelly Clark
Media Liaison - Don McCaskill
Photo Booth Coordinator - Sammi Miskosky
Poke-League Head - Alexandre Martin
Prize Coordination Deputy - Tom Adler
Programming Head - Chris Gensey
Programming Deputy - Cory Hall
Registration Head - Caitlan Vinkle
Registration Deputy - Jaren Bratt
Room Monitor Head - Darren Duncan
Secretary - Conway Skipp
Tabletop Gaming Head - Matt Greig
Talent Show Head - Angel Fitzner
Talent Show Deputy - Dia Williams
Treasurer - Kaitlyn Cadorin
Deputy Treasurer - Seana Marcellus
Video Game Room Head - Mat Cadorin
Video Game Room Deputy - Rob Sobaszek
Volunteer Coordinator Head - Erik Jin
Volunteer Coordinator Deputy - Christopher Best
Video Programming Head - Tom Adler

Staff
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Friday February 17
MacLaurin Building A144 David Lam Auditorium
Opening Ceremonies 4:00 PM
Tsukino-Con’s opening ceremonies. We’ll give you a peek of what’s coming up during the weekend, 
introduce you to our staff and, of course, the convention rules. 
Fashion Show 7:00 PM
Tsukino-Con’s own Fashion Show!   
3DWD: Anime Explained by Three Drunk White Dudes 9:30 PM 16+
Cowboy Beep-Bop, that one with the butts and… POKEMON? Those are some of their favourites. Let’s 
see how they do with this patented Anime IQ test.  Mature themes, discretion advised.

TeamFourStar Q/A 11:00 PM 18+
Much like the regular Q/A except with no vocal filter and tons of Innuendo. Valid Adult convention badge and 

Govenment-issued photograph ID reqired.

Cornett Building B108
Con-Ception 11:00 AM
We have to go deeper. Can you find the Con within the Con?   
Cosplay Repair 101 5:00 PM
From wigs to glue, fabric to craft foam; we’ve seen it all! Come join the Cosplay Repair Station staff as 
we share our tips and tricks for costume fixes and finishes. We’ll be discussing a variety of repair and 
construction techniques and materials to help you make the best costumes possible. Open for all, cosplay 
experience not required!   
Women in Anime & Video Games 6:00 PM
Meet the amazing women voice actors from your favorite anime and video games. Cassandra Lee Morris 
and Catlin Glass will answer your questions about what it’s like to be a woman in the industry. From 
voicing bad ass girls to tsunderes, creatures and yes, even boys- these women have some incredible 
stories to tell.  
Panel Of Deplorables 7:00 PM 18+
“Trigger Warning: Everything.” Valid Adult convention badge and Govenment-issued photograph ID reqired. 
Caitlin Glass Q&A 9:00 PM
Voice actress and ADR director Caitlin Glass (Winry in FMA, Haruhi in Ouran) answers all your burn-
ing questions about voice acting, directing, singing, fandom, nerdiness and just generally whatever you 
want! Come bring your Q’s and she’ll provide the A’s… and often, free schwag, too!   
Memology 101 10:00 PM
What is a meme? This panel showcases the history and development of cultural memes with resident 
Memologist Kelly Clark.
My Immortal Night 1 11:00 PM 18+
Join us, as we rip off much better comedians whilst we delve deep into the legendary piece of fan-fiction 
known as My Immortal. Read along, as we try to wade our way through the tides of terrible grammar, crude langauge, and possible insanity, as we discover 
what it truly means to be “Goff”. (Chapters 1-22) Valid Adult convention badge and Govenment-issued photograph ID reqired.

Cornett Building B112
Vikes Improv Presents: Rumble Time Friday 5:00 PM
“Get ready to rumble, or laugh, or rumble, who knows!? One things for sure, it’ll be made up! Come see UVic’s improvisers put together a jam packed 50 
minutes of short form games and long form scenes!”   
Kylian the Hylian on Prop Building 6:00 PM
Have you ever wanted to build a prop, but didn’t know where to start? This is the panel for you! I will walk you through my build process from start to finish 
and by the end, you’ll be able to use these techniques on any prop you make! We will discuss breakdown, design, build process, timing, materials, etc. Panel 
welcome to all skill levels.
WTF Anime 7:00 PM
Join Tom and Adam as they go through the Top 10 most WTF moments in anime, and maybe a touch of manga. Seriously what’s up with Darker than Black 2’s 
ending, or the Usagi Drop manga ending.   
Anime Game Show 8:00 PM
Test your knowledge of anime! Cheer! Whack a button! Earn points! Win loot! Audience participation encouraged.
OwO What’s This? 10:00 PM 18+
“Straight from the bowels of Chinese Cartoon Book Hell, this panel is “buldging” with entertainment! Come join us as our panel of part-time voice actors pro-
vide dramatic readings of some of the rarest... *ahem* ...”Adult-Illustrated Japanese Literature” that we have found! Presented by Cosplay Victoria.” Valid Adult 

convention badge and Govenment-issued photograph ID reqired.
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Friday February 17
Cornett Building B143 
What’s Going to Happen in the Future 5:00 PM
It’s been said that those who fail to study history are destined to repeat its mistakes. Science fiction writer and magazine editor Karl Johanson says, “Those who 
fail to consider the future are destined to create new mistakes.” Karl will provide some thoughts on where technology, humans, entertainment, and society may 
be headed.   
Introduction to Steampunk 6:00 PM
An introduction to the world of Steampunk, focusing on the fashion aspect of it, and talking about how to get into it, where to buy costume materials, how to 
make your own gadgets and pointers for refining your own personal steampunk style.  
Cosplaying for Beginners 7:00 PM
Find out how and where to start cosplay with Karameru’s talented cosplay experience and learn cosplays DO’s and DON’Ts.   
Cosplay Wig Panel 8:00 PM
Wigs are hard! Join us as we delve into buying the right base, styling techniques, step-by-step styling processes, tips and tricks and more! This panel is open to 
anyone on the skill spectrum (newbies and veterans alike).    
Lets Not Choke on Our Tongues as We Play,
‘Gender Bender DNA Twister Extreme’ 9:00 PM 18+
A group read of a cringey visual novel on steam. Valid Adult convention badge and Govenment-issued photograph ID reqired.

Ultimate Werewolf 10:00 PM
Your quiet little 16th century village has suddenly become infested with some very unfriendly werewolves...can you and the other villagers find them before 
they devour everyone?   

MacLaurin Building D110
Anime Bloopers with Cassandra Lee 5:00 PM
Don’t miss this rare chance to see anime bloopers! Cassandra will screen oopsies from anime she has voiced in.
Fairy Tale LARP Friday 6:00 PM
Once upon a time there was a storytelling game called Fairy Tale... In this single-session LARP, you are characters in a fairy tale of your own creation. Use 
objects to complete quests and abilities on other characters to build your story. Develop your character by choosing to play good or evil as you encounter the 
quirky residents of this fairy tale kingdom. Dice, pencils, character sheets and game cards provided.  What kind of story will you create? 
Randomness Panel 9:00 PM
This panel will cover some of the maybe lesser known and obscure parts of the Lego history,  and some of the culturable impact it has had since it’s start in 
1932.  
Yaoi Bingo 10:30 PM 18+
We will be playing a game of bingo with the audience and two episodes of Yaoi anime. We will be showing the first part of Ikkoku Irokoi Romantan as well as 
the first episode of Junjou Romantica and calling out the stereotypes that appear so players can mark it on their bingo cards for prizes. Valid Adult convention badge 

and Govenment-issued photograph ID reqired.

MacLaurin Building D116
Cosplay Modeling 5:00 PM
Giving you the tools to look better in the all the photos you’ll be asked to shoot during the Con in your amazing cosplay. Long time Cosplay Photographer Don 
McCaskill of NightShadows Photography will cover lighting, poses and presentation so that you look great in every photo that you’re in.   
Ship’s Ahoy!: Let’s Talk Shipping! 6:00 PM
Welcome one and all, to a crash course of tips, tricks and fun discussion! For the lucky and unenlightened, we start off with a quick answer to the question: 
What is shipping? From there on, we delve deep into what makes a ship work, how to get your ship on the move, common traps to avoid when you’re writing a 
ship, and the secrets of making any ship work (with a little effort).   
Caitlin and Cassandra Autograph Session 7:00 PM
Come get your videos, art, or photos signed by two of our esteemed voice acting guests.
CeejTheGump Presents-Asura’s Wrath: Hotblood Interactive Anime 9:00 PM 18+
Join us on a playthrough of “Asura’s Wrath,” an interactive anime game for the XBox 360. The game follows a the story of Asura, a demigod who seeks re-
venge on seven other demigods who have framed him for murder and betrayed him. The game’s unique style of quicktime events and cinematics have led it to 
be described as an “interactive anime.” Valid Adult convention badge and Govenment-issued photograph ID reqired.

Choose Your Own Murder Mystery 10:00 PM
The panel will follow a vague script and the ending will be determined by the audience, like any other choose your adventure book, the main difference is that 
it will all take place in a Class Trial, the staple piece of the Dangan Ronpa series.
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Saturday February 18
MacLaurin Building A144 David Lam Auditorium
Cosplay Contest 1:00 PM
“Fluff those wigs, polish those boots, and get that last stitch sewn up! Cosplay Victoria returns once again to present Tsukino-Con’s main event, the Tsukino-
Con Cosplay Contest!”   
AMV Contest (LOUD!) 4:00 PM
Our Anime Music Video contest, come and vote on your favourite! This room is for all of you hollerin’ and hootin’ fangirls and fanboys who enjoy burst ear-
drums.  
Late Night with Kelly Clark featuring Toru Furuya 7:00 PM
Come join Tsukino-Con favourite, Kelly Clark for an interview with Toru Furuya as the pair reflect upon his fifty year career in the industry!
Tsukino-Con Swimsuit Showdown 10:00 PM 18+
“A Beach Party? In the middle of Winter?! Of course! We’re in Canada, after all! Based on the original Cosplay Swimsuit Contest by Hentai Cupcake Produc-
tions, Cosplay Victoria once again presents everybody’s favourite late-night event, the Tsukino-Con Swimsuit Showdown! Get ready for plenty of fan-service 
as our lovely contestants keep us warm by steaming things up on this chilly Winter night!” Valid Adult convention badge and Govenment-issued photograph ID reqired.

Cornett Building B108
Saturday Morning Cartoons with Ouran HSHC, 
hosted by Caitlin Glass (Haruhi Fujioka) 11:00 AM
Join host Caitlin Glass for bloopers, games, sugary cereal, and of course, Ouran! Wear your PJs or your Ouran cosplay and come party the Haruhi way--com-
moner style! That means free stuff! Don’t miss it!   
The GM Panel: Roleplaying for Newbs 12:00 PM
Never roleplayed before? No problem. Come learn about the hobby and maybe even try it out in a welcoming environment.   
Working in the Computer Game Industry 1:00 PM
Neo-opsis Science Fiction Magazine editor Karl Johanson has some stories about what it was like working on computer games for Sanctuary Woods Multime-
dia, Disney Interactive, and freelancing. He also has some advice for people who want to work in the computer game industry. 
TSUKINO-COMEDY 2:00 PM
Improvisors from “Sin City the Improvised Serial” and friends perform an Animé-inspired improv comedy show ~ based on your suggestions! 
The Ultimate Awesome Panel 3:00 PM
ARE YOU READY GUYS!? Put your guns on! Raise your Dongers! Let’s get this party started!!!
TeamFourStar Q/A 4:00 PM
Come meet Takahata101 as he talks about past and upcoming projects for TFS, talks about Voice over and how to produce a successful serialized narrative 
comedy. 
Embarrassing Cosplay Stories 5:00 PM
Embarrassing moments... they’re terrible at the time but people will tell you that “it’ll make a great story someday”. This panel is exactly that “someday” 
people were talking about! Come join us as a tell embarrassing stories about cosplay malfunction, weird interactions with strangers, lots of plants splitting and 
overall cringe worthy moments. Come armed with your own story and share along with us if you’d like!
Power Talk with Captain N 6:00 PM
A panel of old familiars from gaming past all appear to have a Power Talk with Captain N   
Cosplay Make Up 7:00 PM
Come join Karameru’s panel to learn basic make up skills for both bishoujo or bishounen!
Let’s Talk About Lego 8:00 PM
As the title says, this panel will be random, it could consist of me telling stories of my adventures, my upcoming comic book series, I may even think of a 
specific topic to talk on (currently on my mind, online dating), we can do Q. & A., which could have interesting results, or maybe a mix of all of the above.  
Things nobody ever tells you about cosplay builds 9:00 PM
Sometimes building a costume isn’t as straightforward as you might think. You run into problems like screwed up pieces, destroyed tools, running out of stuff 
at Zero hour, last minute panic. This panel will discuss the hidden costs of cosplay and how to deal with last minute problems. How do YOU deal with these 
issues? Come and discuss! Panel welcome to all skill levels.   
Fanfiction Hell 6 - THE SEXTILLION 10:00 PM 18+
The dankest, dirtiest, raunchiest event of the year returns for its sexiest (sixiest?) year yet! Come, laugh until you lose your voice, and act out the worst fanfic-
tion on the internet. Valid Adult convention badge and Govenment-issued photograph ID reqired.

Cornett Building B112
Cassandra Lee Morris Q&A 12:00 PM
Meet anime and video game voice actress Cassandra Lee Morris. Best known as Leafa in Sword Art Online, Nami in League of Legends, Kyubey in Madoka 
Magica and Edea Lee in Bravely Default, Cassandra has tons of stories from behind the mic that she can’t wait to share with you. Bring your questions, be-
cause she has answers!   
Evangelion 3.33: We Are (Not) Pleased 1:00 PM
A presentation about Neon Genesis Evangelion. The panel will explain and expand on a few theories from the series and movies. As well as provide ample 
discussion to those in need of one.
The Definitely Not Pandering Comedy Show  2:30 PM 18+
We’ve gathered some of BC’s best stand-up comedians that could build a half-decent MtG deck together to tell jokes. Unlike those other convention comedy 
shows though, these guys actually took the time to write some things down and practice them. No audience suggestions allowed. Feat Stuart Jones, Morris 
Bartlett, and more. Valid Adult convention badge and Govenment-issued photograph ID reqired.
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Saturday February 18
Cornett Building B112
Live the Dream! Work in the Video Game Industry 4:00 PM
“The video games industry on Vancouver Island is one of the most exciting places to work with 20 stu-
dios in the Victoria area alone. Anyone with aspirations of turning their passion into a career need look 
no further than the opportunities on their doorstep. Eric Jordan hosts a panel covering all the avenues 
for students and professionals to enter the industry here on the island. The discussion will cover what 
kind of credentials and focus are required to successfully secure a role in the growing epicenter of 
interactive creativity in the Pacific Northwest.”
Panelists Present Panels Prepared by Panelists 5:00 PM
What happens when you take an excellent public speaker, another, another and then one more, 
get them to write up a panel for the con to present and then all trade panels. Let’s find out! 
Panel Against Humanity: Make Card Games Great Again! 7:00 PM 18+
“This is not you average Children’s Card Game, Yugi-Boy! This is a truly horrible game show 
for truly horrible people! Three contestants will battle it out to offend and conquer, and the winner 
will be chosen by you, the audience! Presented by Cosplay Victoria.” Valid Adult convention badge and 

Govenment-issued photograph ID reqired.

Whose Sassy Line is it Anime 9:00 PM 18+
There are no dirty minds. Just sexy imaginations. And if you have a silly, sexy, nerdy imagination, then come 
laugh and play at this improv show! Valid Adult convention badge and Govenment-issued photograph ID reqired.

Vikes Improv Presents: Rumble Time Saturday 10:00 PM 18+
“Get ready to rumble, or laugh, or rumble, who knows!? One things for sure, it’ll be made up! Come see UVic’s impro-
visers put together a jam packed 50 minutes of short form games and long form scenes!”   
What is Waifu or Husbando and Why You Have One 11:00 PM
A joke presentation on the ‘Waifu/Husbando’ phenomenon. It outlines what a Waifu/Husbando is, how to pick one, 
and the etiquette revolving the subject. Following the presentation, there will be a Q&A 

Cornett Building B143
Anime Over 25 11:00 AM
Break out the rocking chairs again as we discuss topics like anime burn out, this newfangled ‘moe’ thing, and 
anything else that comes up. Age is not a requirement, just the spirit of a cranky old anime fan.   
CeejTheGump Presents-SUPER FUN DUNGEON RUN!! (Live D&D Game) 1:00 PM
Join novice dungeon master Cj Elliott and his crew of hearty adventures in an action packed, loose tongued game 
of Dungeons & Dragons on stage! Our heroes will have to brave five floors of peril to reach the top of Urist Iron-
head’s training grounds for new adventurers. Perhaps someone in the audience will have the opportunity to 
lend aid to our heroes?
On The Spot: Fan Edition! 3:00 PM
Are you a fan of improv game shows? Do you enjoy watching teams struggle to come up with scenarios…
on the spot? If you said YES (or no) to either of those questions come on and watch two teams compete for 
glory, fame, and the not-so-golden-Gus in this Fan Edition of Rooster Teeth’s “On the Spot”. Two pairs will 
compete in a series of improv word games- with audience participation greatly encouraged- to see who will 
rise up and become the champions of On The Spot: Fan Edition.
Convention Stories Panel 4:00 PM
Let the convention stories commence! We will be sharing some of our convention stories and silly shenani-
gans. Bring out your inner bard as we’ll be asking some of the audience to join in.   
Precure Panel 5:00 PM
“Magical Girls and Where to Find Them”   
Jam Party with the Crystal Gems 6:00 PM
Fun, games and a chance to hang out with the Crystal Gems!   
Ken Steacy Panel 8:00 PM
I fell in love with Tetsuwan Atomu the minute I laid eyes on him, but was baffled that he spoke 
french at the time - no worries, as a huge Tezuka fan I greatly enjoyed his colourful adventures 
on the CBC along with our two young sons. Years later I illustrated the licensed version for US 
publisher NOW Comics, taking on the scripting chores as well halfway thru my 16 issue tenure. 
Hear all about it in this illustrated talk, and learn how to draw Astro-Boy as well! B^)
My Immortal Night 2 9:00 PM 18+
Join us again, as we make our way through the second half of one of the most baffling works of fiction ever put to page. 
Missed part one? No problem! You’ll be just as lost as the rest of us.  Time travel, painful weeb-speak, and things vaguely resembling fight scenes. Join us! As 
we work to conclude a communal gaze into the abyss! (Chapters 23-44) Valid Adult convention badge and Govenment-issued photograph ID reqired.

Ultimate Werewolf 10:00 PM
Your quiet little 16th century village has suddenly become infested with some very unfriendly werewolves...can you and the other villagers find them before 
they devour everyone?
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Saturday February 18 
MacLaurin Building D110
VFGundam Presents Gunpla Build Contest 11:00 AM
An opportunity to show off all your hard work and a contest for best in show!  
Caitlin and Cassandra Autograph Session 2 3:00 PM
Come get your videos, art, and photos signed by two of our esteemed voice acting guests.   
osu! Tournament Setup 4:00 PM
We’re setting up PCs and a network, come get your kit prepped and ready to ROCK!  
osu! Tournament 4:30 PM
Do you enjoy watching people battle to the death over an Asian rhythm game? You should be here! Watch as 8 players battle it out in both an osu! and 
osu!mania free-for-all!
The Room of Shame 10:00 PM 18+
This is the normal hentai room. Adults 18+ only.  Valid Adult convention badge and Govenment-issued photograph ID reqired.

MacLaurin Building D116
Freedom LARP 11:00 AM
Freedom LARP is a high action Live Action Role Playing experience based in Victoria BC, and looking to expand! It has a heavy emphasis on teamwork and 
skill, including systems to create your own items, build a unique hero, and even a unique system that allows you to conquer the world!
Introduction to Weiss Scwarz 2:00 PM
An introduction to the TCG Weiss Schwarz. If you’re a pro or a novice, all are welcome to join in and play. 
The GM Panel: Tips and Tricks Workshop 4:00 PM
Our resident GMs offer prop-making to tips and guides to gaming with all five senses!   
Kimono Making for Cosplayers 5:00 PM
This panel will give cosplayers a look at making kimonos which is both easier and harder than you think.    
Positive Body Image 7:00 PM
What is body image? How does it effect your costuming and how you feel in relation to it? We will be talking about the subject in a positive light with first 
hand experience and will answer any questions you have. Come join us with this year’s special guest Lunar Crow.
Nanohabridged: Table Reading and Auditions 1 8:00 PM
Join the newest Abridged Anime Project and let everyone hear your voice. Panic Zone Productions is recruiting voice actors for ‘Nanohabridged’, an abridg-
ment of the first Mahou Shoujo Lyrical Nanoha film. We are looking for all types of voices, whether you’re new to voice acting or a veteran performer, all you 
need to try out is a good, professional attitude.   
CeejTheGump Presents-Hot, Stinking Garbage (Xbox Indie Games) 9:00 PM
You know those little phone games for a dollar that waste your time for about five minutes before getting boring? Imagine if consoles got in on the fun. Join 
us as we play a dozen of some of the worst titles that XBox Indie Games has to offer, such as “A game about my cat,” “Extreme Jogging,” and the well known 
“No Luca No.”  
Orochi Oil 10:30 PM
Audience participation of the party game “Snake Oil” where anime archetypes are the buyers.

Anime Room
MacLaurin Building D107 
Assassanation Classroom 1-4 Friday 5:00 PM
Forget about homework and pop quizzes. The students of Class 3E have a far more important assignment: kill their teacher before the end of the year! A tenta-
cle-d sensei that moves at Mach 20 is out to conquer the classroom after destroying seventy percent of the moon. In addition to reading, writing, and arithmetic, 
the murderous monster behind the lectern will teach his students everything he knows about the assassination game. Should some eager beaver prove to be a 
quick study in killing, he or she will save Earth from extinction – and collect a hefty reward. 
Noragami Friday 6:40 PM
Yato may just be a minor god now, but he’s determined to make it big and he’s got a plan. Unfortunately, things just don’t seem to be going his way. He doesn’t 
have a single shrine dedicated to him, his partner has just quit, and now he’s got to find a new divine weapon. Just when things look bleak, he meets a girl 
named Hiyori and changes her life forever.
JoJo’s Bizzarre Adventure - Diamond Is Unbreakable 1-4 Friday 8:20 PM
Phantom Blood In ancient Mexico, people of Aztec had prospered. They had historic and strange “Stone Mask”. It was a miraculous mask which brings eternal 
life and the power of authentic ruler. But the mask suddenly disappeared. A long time after that, in late 19th centuries when the thought and life of people were 
suddenly changing, Jonathan Joestar met with Dio Brando―. They spend time together through boyhood to youth, and the “Stone Mask” brings curious fate to 
them.
Monster Musume Friday 10:00 PM
When a hapless human teenager named Kurusu Kimihito is inducted as a “volunteer” into the government exchange program, his world is turned upside down. 
A snake-like lamia named Miia comes to live with him, and it is Kurusu’s job to take care of her and make sure she integrates into his everyday life. Unfortu-
nately for Kurusu, Miia is undeniably sexy, and the law against interspecies breeding is very strict. Even worse, when a ravishing centaur girl and a flirtatious 
harpy move in, what’s a full-blooded teenage human with raging hormones to do?
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Anime Room
MacLaurin Building D107 
Digimon Adventures Tri 1-4 Saturday 11:00 AM
It’s been six years since that summer adventure when Taichi Yagami and the rest of the DigiDestined crossed over to the Digital World. And nearly three years 
have passed since the final battle between Hikari Yagami’s group and BelialVamdemon. As the peaceful days passed by, at some point the gate to the Digital 
World closed. Not even the DigiDestined know what caused this, and time alone continues to pass.
Yuri On Ice 1-4 Saturday 12:40 PM
Yuri Katsuki carried the hope of all Japan on his shoulders in the Figure Skating Grand Prix, but suffered a crushing defeat in the finals. He returned to his 
hometown in Kyushu and hid away in his family’s home, half wanting to continue skating and half wanting to retire. That was when the five-time consecutive 
world champion, Viktor Nikiforov, suddenly showed up with his teammate, Yuri Plisetsky, a young skater starting to surpass his seniors. And so the two Yuris 
and the Russian champion Viktor set out to compete in a Grand Prix like none the world has ever seen!
Mob Psyco 100 1-4 Saturday 2:20 PM 
Kageyama Shigeo, a.k.a. “Mob,” is a boy who has trouble expressing himself, but who happens to be a powerful esper. Mob is determined to live a normal life 
and keeps his ESP suppressed, but when his emotions surge to a level of 100%, something terrible happens to him! As he’s surrounded by false espers, evil 
spirits, and mysterious organizations, what will Mob think? What choices will he make? The anime based on the original story by ONE, the idol of the web-
comic world and creator of One-Punch Man, is coming your way with animation by leading animation studio Bones!
Haven’t You Heard? I’m Sakamoto 1-4 Saturday 4:00 PM
Sakamoto is not a normal high schooler. He’s smart, he’s dashing, he’s popular with girls. Much to the dislike of the male population of his school, who tries 
every trick in the book to mess Sakamoto up. But in the end, Sakamoto comes out of every trap with style and makes himself look cooler. Does he do this for 
popularity? Is this just who he is? No one really knows, but haven’t you heard? He’s Sakamoto!
Orange 1-4 Saturday 5:40 PM
During the spring of her second year of high school, Naho receives a letter. Its sender is herself from ten years in the future. Naho thinks it’s a prank at first, but 
when the things written in the letter start to come true one by one, she realizes that the letter is telling her events that will happen in her future. It tells her that 
she’ll fall in love with Kakeru, a new student who transfers to her school, and that he’ll die in the winter of his 17th year. After learning the regrets and wishes 
of the 26-year-old Naho following Kakeru’s death, what can the 16-year-old Naho do differently?
Drifters 1-4 Saturday 7:20 PM
From the creator and team behind Hellsing comes a thrilling story where history and fantasy collide. Shimazu Toyohisa, a famous samurai who fought in the 
historical Battle of Sekigahara, is transported to another world when only moments from death. From that moment on, he becomes part of a group known as 
“Drifters” and is forced to battle against other legendary warriors in an ultimate death game.
Brotherhood FFXV Saturday  9:00 PM
BROTHERHOOD FINAL FANTASY XV is a new anime series consisting of five standalone episodes. BROTHERHOOD delves into the extraordinary friend-
ships between Crown Prince Noctis and his three comrades, setting the stage for the adventure players will set out upon in the action-packed RPG.
Keijo!!!!!!!! 1-4 Saturday 10:15 PM
Nozomi Kaminashi is a fantastic gymnast, and in order to help her family out of poverty, has decided instead to become a competitor in a new women-only 
sport, Keijo. A lucrative endeavor, Keijo is a popular gambling sport where female players stand on floating platform on the water and must push other players 
off by only using breasts and buttocks. Will Nozomi be able to make it big in the world of Keijo?

Kiznaiver 1-4 Sunday 11:00 AM
The story takes place in Sugomori, a city built upon reclaimed land that once prospered as a futuristic city. One high school boy living there, Agata Katsuhira, 
is somehow unable to feel any pain. One day just before the start of summer break, Katsuhira is called by a mysterious girl named Sonozaki Noriko and chosen 
to become one of a group of people who share one another’s pain: a “Kiznaiver.” Several of his classmates have also been chosen as part of this group, but 
they’re all people from different circles who normally wouldn’t associate with each other.
Erased 1-4 Sunday 12:40 PM 
Satoru Fujinuma is a young manga artist struggling to make a name for himself follow-
ing his debut. But, that was not the only thing in his life that Satoru was feeling frustrated 
about…he was also living with a strange condition only he was able to experience. - 
REVIVAL A strange phenomenon where one is transferred back to the moment right before 
something life-threatening occurs. This continues to happen until the cause of the threat is 
erased. It is as if somebody is forcing Satoru to stop it from happening
Flip Flappers 1-4 Sunday 2:20 PM
Cocona is a model honor student, cautious and slow to embrace new opportunities. This 
makes life complicated when a mysterious girl named Papika suddenly appears, fearlessly 
searching for a wish-granting crystal called the “Shard of Mimi.” When fates collide and 
they’re given the ability to transform into powerful fairy-like beings, where will the dan-
gerous journey into “Pure Illusion” take them?
Grimgar of Fantasy and Ash 1-4 Sunday 4:00 PM 
From A-1 Pictures, the studio behind Fairy Tail and Sword Art Online: When Haruhiro 
awakens, he’s in the dark surrounded by people who have no memory of where they came 
from or how they got there. As the darkness fades, a fantastic new world called “Grimgar” 
appears before them and their adventure begins—but first, they’ll have to choose their 
guild, class, and special abilities.
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Weapon & Prop Policy
Tsukino-Con and Tsukino-Con staff reserve the right to require peace-bonding of any items they deem to resemble, or can be used as, weapons, and the right to 
require immediate removal from convention events of any items they deem dangerous, regardless of any previous decisions or policies, including this docu-
ment. Anyone found in violation of these policies is subject to a formal strike against their badge or immediate banishment from the convention, at the discre-
tion of convention staff. Campus Security and/or the Police may be notified if applicable.

***Special Notice***
In light of the overwhelming popularity of anime such as Yuri On Ice, we would like attendees to please note that Skates are prohibited on convention grounds 
due to Health and Safety Concerns combined with the University of Victoria venue policies (this includes Ice, Roller and Roller Blade Skates). While we 
encourage creative cosplay, we ask attendees please keep the Convention General Attendance rules in mind while planning outfits. We thank you in advance for 
your support and cooperation on this matter!

Unacceptable Items:
*This list is presented for example purposes and is not intended to be a complete list of unacceptable items.

Anything illegal• 
Anything against the University of Victoria Policies• 
Any real weapons, functional or not• 
Firearms, including anything resembling a real world model firearm, regardless of colour, orange tip, material, etc.• 
BB, Pellet, Paintball and Airsoft guns• 
Any type of exploding device regardless of the method used for detonation, including air & CO2• 
Metal bladed weapons, including swords, knives• 
Glass• 
Ceramics• 
Stone• 
Skates; Roller Blades, Roller Skates, Ice Skates• 
Yaoi/Yuri, Seme, Uke, and/or any other fandom type paddle designed or intended to be used on another person.• 
Anything currently capable of firing or releasing one or more projectiles• 
Any live ammunition, including bullets & tipped arrows• 

Questions about other items resembling firearms should be directed to: eventservices@tsukinocon.com

Acceptable Items:
This list is presented for example purposes; staff reserves the final say on whether an item is acceptable.

Wood• 
Foam• 
Paper/Cardboard• 
Plastic or fiberglass composites• 
Clay• 
Metal items are acceptable as long as they are NOT bladed and/or pointed. ie: Baseball bats, Frying Pans, Staffs, Rods, etc.• 
Strung bows may be acceptable so long as the string is made of a material which does not exceed 5 pounds of draw strength (Even if these conditions are • 
met, Tsukino-Con staff may refuse to Peace Bond a bow)

Peace-Bonding:
All items/props/accessories that by design, or otherwise, resemble, or can be used as weapons must be peace-bonded during registration/check-in at the Regis-
tration Desk immediately upon arrival on convention grounds. Peace-bonding indicates your agreement not to harm, or engage in combat with anyone and to 
abide by convention rules. If harm occurs to yourself or others due to your violation of this agreement, you agree that you alone are liable and that the conven-
tion has no part in it. Peace-bonding is indicated by a visible tag that enables convention staff to easily determine the status of your item. Please see the 

Items Bought From Dealer’s Room:
In the case of a Dealer selling items that fall into the unacceptable category, purchases must be kept in sealed cases (such as an acceptable, sealed dealer 
packaging box) until it can be feasibly removed from the convention grounds. All products that are unsealed or unbound must be immediately removed from 
convention grounds, or placed in coat check.

Any item(s) deemed unacceptable may be placed in Coat Check free of charge if they were purchased that same day from an on-site dealer.

Special Circumstances:
Any items that are real weapons, or are in any way illegal, can never be admitted on convention grounds. However, if you believe you have a special circum-
stance (for example: an entry in the cosplay contest, etc) regarding a prop item that has been modified to be harmless (for example: a dull, unable to be sharp-
ened prop), you may email eventservices@tsukinocon.com with a detailed description of the item, the features used to prevent the item from being dangerous, 
and why you feel special consideration is warranted. Please include pictures if possible.

However, Tsukino-Con and Tsukino-Con staff fully reserve the right to deny any special
requests for any reason at their discretion.
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Toru Furuya

Celebrating fifty years in the anime industry since his starring role in 1966’s Pirate Prince, Toru Furuya has been an immense and 
iconic presence for decades. The singular voice for Amuro Ray since the 1979 original Mobile Suit Gundam, Furuya has also played 
Yamcha through Dragon Ball, Dragon Ball Z and Dragon Ball Super; Pegasus Seiya in the Saint Seiya franchise; and Mamoru 
Chiba/Tuxedo Mask in Sailor Moon until 2014.

In addition, he starred in the immensely influential Kimagure Orange Road as Kyousuke Kasuga, in the multi-award winning Pa-
prika as Tokita Kosaku, and in Star of the Giants as Hyuuma Hoshi. As well as featuring in anime, Furuya worked as Aka Red in the 
Tokusatsu series Kaizoku Sentai Gokaiger, and is the assigned dubbing voice for Hong Kong actor Yuen Biao.

Cassandra Lee Morris

With a voice that can be heard in both English and Japanese media, Cassandra Lee Morris has appeared in a number of prominent 
roles over the past decade. She is best known for her dubbing roles as Ritsu Tanaka in K-On!, Leafa in Sword Art Online, Taiga 
Aisaka in Toradora and Kyubey in Puella Magi Madoka Magica, Morris also has done work on a number of video games, including 
Nami in League of Legends, Leifang in Dead or Alive 5, and Aoi Asahina in Danganronpa.

Currently employed as the English voice of Lola in the ongoing French series Angelo Rules, Morris can most recently be heard as 
Ernesta Kuhne in The Asterisk War, and is set to be the voice of Morgana in the upcoming Atlus release Persona 5.

Caitlin Glass

With a career spanning twelve years, Caitlin Glass not only voices over one hundred eighty characters, but has also worked as a 
scriptwriter and director on a number of series. Glass is best known for her work as Winry Rockbell in Fullmetal Alchemist, Nefer-
tari Vivi in One Piece and Haruhi Fujioka in Ouran High School Host Club, the last of which she also directed.

She can more recently be heard as the voice of Maki Nishikino in Love Live, a series for which she is also script writer, and will star 
as Hitomi Kanzaki in the upcoming Funimation release of The Vision of Escaflowne.

Curtis “Takahata101“ Arnott

Co-Founder of Team Four Star, Curtis Arnott, known as Takahata101, has been a staple member of the ‘Abridged’ community 
since 2008. Voicing Nappa, Bardock and Cell in DragonBall Z Abridged, he has taken a more direct hand in subsequent series, act-
ing not only as voice but as creator, writer and director for Attack on Titan Abridged, Hellsing Ultimate Abridged, and Final Fantasy 
VII Machinabridged.

In addition to his leading role on these projects, Arnott has maintained a presence in smaller abridged series, aiding both in pro-
duction and in voice work, and has been featured in a number of video games as well, most recently alongside other Team Four 
Star members in the upcoming Exogenesis: Perils of Rebirth.

Karl Johanson

Karl Johanson is the editor of Neo-opsis Science Fiction Magazine, which has won two Aurora Awards, and a former editor of 
the four time Aurora winning magazine Under the Ozone Hole. Karl’s publication credits include work in On Spec magazine, Sci 
Phi Journal, Monday Magazine, Perihelion, Stitches: The Magazine of Medical Humor and the anthology Here Be Monsters: 7. As 
a writer/designer/tester of computer games, Karl has done work for North Star Games, Disney Interactive, and Sanctuary Woods 
Multimedia. Many of the games were science fiction or fantasy related.
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Ken Steacy

KEN STEACY decided at age eleven to become a professional comic book writer/artist, a dream he realized in 1974. Since then, he 
has worked in the industry as author, artist, art director, editor, and publisher, chronicling the exploits of Spider-Man, Harry Potter, 
and the Star Wars gang, to name but a few. In addition to creating his own intellectual property, he has also collaborated with 
other writers, including Harlan Ellison, Isaac Asimov, and Douglas Coupland. The recipient of an Eisner and an Inkpot award, Ken 
was inducted into the Joe Shuster Awards Hall of Fame in 2009, a lifetime achievement award honouring Canadian comic book 
creators for their contributions to the industry. He currently teaches at Camosun College, Victoria in Comics & Graphic Novels, a 
program he co-created with his wife, author/illustrator Joan Steacy.

Karameru

Karameru has been in the Toronto cosplay community since 2010, cosplaying well-loved characters from the Fate series as well 
as many others from various games and anime series. Known to be friendly and “loves-to- selfie-with- everyone” at cons, her 
favourite cosplay characters are cool, strong and independent. A 3D Artist by day, she enjoys doing cosplay photography in her 
spare time.

This will be her first time at Tsukino con and first time visiting Victoria, BC!

Kylian The Hylian

Kai is a local cosplayer based in Victoria, BC. Kai has been cosplaying since 2003 and has been winning awards since 2004. They 
recently won Best Intermediate Cosplay at Sakura Con 2016 and placed second in masters at Mosaicon 2016.

Fighting Dreamers Productions
Fighting Dreamers Production (FDP) is a cosplay group from 
Vancouver, British Columbia. For the past 9 years they have been 
cosplaying a wide range of genres.

Fighting Dreamers Productions are known for their cosplay work 
on deviantART along with their group’s YouTube channel, which 
provides viewers with series shows, cosplay skits, CMV’s, conven-
tion happenings, and tutorials. As cosplayers, FDP emphasizes 
inclusivity and promotes accessibility of cosplay through panels 
and performances. FDP is honoured to be returning to the Island 
for Tsukino-Con this year!

Will Wood

Will is a writer, comedian, improv artist, and voice actor. While he normally guests at Tsukino- Con as a founding member of Syn-
aptic Chaos Theatre, this year he is here simply to lead his annual “How to Improv” workshop, and hang out and interact with all 
the awesome attendees! He also looks forward to bringing his new improv/comedy group “The Voices of Anarchy” to Tsukino-Con 
in the future!
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Vikes Improv
Vikes Improv is an improvisational comedy performance group based out of the University of Victoria. Vikes consists of 
students from all departments and all years, including graduate students! There are currently 3 performance teams, 2 of 
which are coached, and one self-directed team.

Ian Ferguson

Ian Ferguson is an accomplished author, playwright, teacher, producer, and director currently based in Victoria, BC. He has 
taught at York University, The Second City, Victoria Academy of Dramatic Arts, Kaleidoscope and more. Fuelling his suc-
cessful career is a Bachelor of Fine Arts in

Acting as well as a Masters of Fine Arts in Theatre Directing. You may know him as the director/creator of “Sin City the Live 
Improvised Serial”, an acclaimed live show performed weekly at the Victoria Event Centre.

Blood & Iron
Blood and Iron Martial Arts is one of Canada’s leading schools in western martial arts. The primary focus is producing 
quality fighters trained in Historical European Martial Arts, or HEMA for short. Regular classes include instruction as well 
as coached sparring with internationally recognized HEMA practitioners. Students can expect to use a longsword, rapier, 
dussack, and singlestick regularly, while sometimes being treated to new weapons or schools of thought. Newcomers of all 
fitness and experience levels are always welcome. In fact, we offer one free introductory lesson to get a feel for what we 
do and how we do it.

Broad Theatrics

This acclaimed improv troupe has been delighting audiences in Victoria since 2011. Its creators have performed on TV and 
theatres across Canada and the U.S., and are the founders of the Canadian Comedy Award- nominated companies “Die-
Nasty Improv Soap Opera” (Edmonton) and “Sin City Improv” (Toronto).

Sin City Improv is produced by Broad Theatrics, a theatre company that offers comedy workshops and presents a number 
of theatre and comedy shows in Victoria.

Cosplay Repair Station

Costume malfunction? Not to worry! For help with costume repairs, come visit the Cosplay Repair Station and see one of 
the apron-wearing staff members. Featuring stations for Sewing, Wig and Glue repairs, and specializing in quick fixes!
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Sunday February 19
MacLaurin Building A144 David Lam Auditorium
The Shrekening 10:00 AM
From medieval fairy tales... To animated movies in the present! In stories of peace... And stories of war! In all settings... And all 
swamps! The very reason onions peel! The eternal creature that will not die so long as there are humans to worship it... Shrek is 
love! Shrek is life!
Whose Line is it Anime 11:00 AM
Based on the improv show Whose Line is it Anyways, this is the nerdy improv show where everyone can laugh, dance, and 
go over 9000.
Talent Show Auditions 12:00 PM
Talent Show 1:30 PM
Think you have the talent? Then show us as you compete for fame and fabulous prizes. For those who would rather 
keep their awesome super powers to themselves, come to cheer for your buddies. Join us at Tsukino-con 2015 Talent 
Competition! Limited spaces, so come prepared and ready to compete!
AMV Smackdown 3:00 PM
Two videos enter, one video leaves! Watch as your favourite videos, duke it out to become this years’ AMV 
Smackdown champions! 
Closing Ceremonies 5:00 PM
So long! Farewell! Auf wiedersehen! Goodbye! Take a moment to reflect upon the weekend with us in our Closing 
Ceremonies.

Cornett Building B108
Q&A with Toru Furuya 12:00 PM
Come meet Toru Furuya, and ask him questions about his time working on Sailor Moon, Gundam, Casshern 
Sins, One Piece and more!
Filming for YouTube 1:00 PM
Creating content for an online audience is a whole new endeavor that welcomes pros and amateurs alike! In this 
panel we talk about content creation for YouTube. From setting up your channel, to promoting, to filming tips and 
tricks and how to make this the most important thing... fun!   
Live Draw with Ken Steacy 2:00 PM
Come join Ken Stacey as he shows you the artists process in this interactive panel. Draw along with him as he shares 
his own personal tips. (Sketchbooks and art tools are reccomended, but not required)
Memepocalypse 3:00 PM
The return of Tsukino-Con’s favorite game show where you and a partner can win stuff with your knowledge of the 
cultural phenomenon known as memes!   
Vikes Improv Presents: Rumble Time Sunday 4:00 PM
“Get ready to rumble, or laugh, or rumble, who knows!? One things for sure, it’ll be made up! Come see 
UVic’s improvisers put together a jam packed 50 minutes of short form games and long form scenes!” 
Cornett Building B112
Inside the Voice Actors Studio 11:00 AM
Join our voice actors, professional and amateur in a roundtable discussion as they share stories and funny 
moments from their time voice acting whether in the ADR chair or the Recording booth.
FROM ALIENS TO WARRIORS: Performing the Seven Archetypes 12:00 PM
This fun and exciting acting workshop will help you create and perform a range of characters from 
Aliens to Warriors to Wizards. Exercises and games guide you to explore your imagination, body and 
voice – it is time to play! 
Social Media for Cosplayers 1:00 PM
A look at what it takes to make your mark in social media and get recognized for your cosplay. The Inter-
net is full of people and brands trying to make their mark, how can you make yours too?
CeejTheGump Presents - History of Arcade 2:00 PM
Ever wonder where arcades went? Or where they came from? Come check out an informational panel featuring a 
rich history of arcade games, from the early days of Pong, Pac-Man, and Donkey Kong, to the golden era of Street 
Fighter 2, Mortal Kombat, and beyond, we will explore a wide selection of some of the best and more unique games the 
arcades had to offer.
Magical Girl Idol Super Quiz 3:00 PM
Think you have what it takes to be Tsukino-Con’s Number One Magical Girl Idol?  Is your henshin sequence daz-
zling?  Is your catchphrase catchy?  Is your outfit on point?  Then come on down and showcase your talents and 
your ability to protect the hopes and dreams of others in this one-of-a-kind idol contest - the first of its kind at 
Tsukino-Con!!  Magical Girls and Magical Boys are welcome!   
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Sunday February 19
Cornett Building B143
Armour 101 11:00 AM
From the basics of drafting a pattern to the final steps of detailing and painting, we’ve got you covered!  Come learn from the staff of the Cosplay Repair Sta-
tion as we talk about all stages of the armor process--our favorite materials, techniques for construction, prepping and painting, and more.
Shinkai Makoto and the Politics of Beauty 12:00 PM
Although his films often deal with themes of alienation, separation, and nostalgia, Shinkai Makoto wraps these themes in packages of stunning beauty, delicacy, 
and detail, in order to give a sense of reassurance to the viewer. What are the processes of this reassurance, and its implications for an increasingly urban Japan?
Cosplay Contest Rebroadcast 1:00 PM
“Missed the Cosplay Contest, or just want to enjoy it all over again? Not to worry! We’ve got the whole thing on video for your viewing pleasure!”
Guess That Video Game Theme 3:00 PM
Guess That Video Game Theme is a competition that pits people against each other in a test of musical memory. We will play a track from any given video 
game and two contestants will try to be the first one to guess what it’s from.

MacLaurin Building D110
Amiibo Trading Festival 11:00 AM
A meetup for Animal Crossing enthusiasts to trade their Amiibo card collections to help get all their favourites!
The GM Panel: The Villain’s Journey 12:00 PM
Feel the power of the dark side as our resident GMs help you design the best bad guys possible for your games.
Nanohabridged: Table Reading and Auditions 2 1:00 PM
Join the newest Abridged Anime Project and let everyone hear your voice. Panic Zone Productions is recruiting voice actors for ‘Nanohabridged’, an abridg-
ment of the first Mahou Shoujo Lyrical Nanoha film. We are looking for all types of voices, whether you’re new to voice acting or a veteran performer, all you 
need to try out is a good, professional attitude.
Fairy Tale LARP Sunday 2:00 PM
Once upon a time there was a storytelling game called Fairy Tale... In this single-session LARP, you are characters in a fairy tale of your own creation. Use 
objects to complete quests and abilities on other characters to build your story. Develop your character by choosing to play good or evil as you encounter the 
quirky residents of this fairy tale kingdom. Dice, pencils, character sheets and game cards provided.  What kind of story will you create?

MacLaurin Building D116
Ask the Falls 11:00 AM
The Falls and The Mystery Shack crew are ready to answer your questions!
CeejTheGump Presents-Rez HD: A Gamer’s Guide To... 12:00 PM
Rez is a rail shooter music game originally released for the Dreamcast and PS2 in the early 2000’s. The game’s soundtrack is enhanced by the actions of the 
player, creating a unique beat every playthrough. This panel is just for those who want to come and relax from the crowded main halls, and enjoy a short elec-
tronic symphony played out as a video game.
Autograph Signing with Toru Furuya 1:00 PM
Come get your autographs signed by Toru Furuya, the voice behind Tuxedo Mask, Yamcha and Amuro Ray!
Will Wood Presents How To Improv 2:00 PM
With over 13 years of professional improv experience across multiple troupes in the past, including being a founding member of Synaptic Chaos Theatre; Will 
Wood brings his much loved, annual “How To Improv” workshop to Tsukino-Con once again! Anyone with even a passing interest in comedy, acting, or just a 
general desire to learn useful life and social skills should be sure not to miss this interactive, often hilarious, and definitely unique two-hour workshop.SA
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Gaming
Cornett B135
The OmniGaming Tournament Round One Friday 7:00 PM 
Each round of the tournament is a different theme, who will be the victor after four grueling rounds?

The OmniGaming Tournament Round Two  Saturday 10:00 AM 
Each round of the tournament is a different theme, who will be the victor after four grueling rounds?    

The Catan-ament  Saturday 12:00 PM 
Board gamers rejoice! It is finally acceptable to declare that you have wood for sheep in this cutthroat, multi-man-Catan throwdown.

Magic: The Gathering Draft Saturday 6:00 PM 
1 Kaldesh / 2 Aether Revolt. $17 cash or credit. 8-16 seats.    

The OmniGaming Tournament Round Three Saturday 7:00 PM 
Each round of the tournament is a different theme, who will be the victor after four grueling rounds?    

The OmniGaming Tournament Round Four Sunday 11:00 AM 
Each round of the tournament is a different theme, who will be the victor after four grueling rounds?    

Super Dungeon Explore: The Forgotten King Sunday 1:00 PM 
Your adventure begins!  Super Dungeon Explore™ is a fast paced, table-top strategy game for 2 or more players.  Take the role of an intrepid band of heroes 
setting out for treasure and to rid the dungeon of its evil master.   Or, set your defenses and throw your witless hordes into battle against the heroes and decorate 
your dark home with their well gnawed, albeit cute, bones.    

The OmniGaming Tournament Finals Sunday 4:00 PM 
Do you have what it takes to be the best, like no one ever was? Time to throw down in the Grand Finals of the OmniGaming Tournament.
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Elliott Building
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RPGs 
Cornett B111
In Volo’s Wake Friday 6:00 PM
“Six one hour sessions, we will run as many as we can fit in until shut down. 
Character level 1 to 4 
The town of Phandalin, nestled in the foothills to the east of the Sword Mountains, continues to grow since being rebuilt after the devastation wrought by ram-
paging orc hordes. It recently survived violent gang activity, drow machinations, and even the attention of a green dragon. But can it withstand a new threat, 
bizarre but no less perilous: the fame brought by a visit from none other than loremaster Volothamp Geddarm?” 
  
DDEX2-2 Embers of Elmwood/Hulb 1-1 Hulburg Rebuilding Saturday 10:00 AM
Embers of Elmwood 
4 Hours, Character level 1 to 4 
A derelict raft drifts into Mulmaster’s harbor carrying a young woman. Delirious with hunger, the only words she seems able to speak so far have been “ash and 
fire.” The only other clue to her identity is an ornate tattoo. Is the woman insane, or is something nefarious at play? 
Hulburg Rebuilding 
4 Hours, Character level 5 to 10 
Since the rebirth of Hulburg, the strong have preyed upon the weak, with only limited protection offered by the law. Recently, any resemblance of law and 
order has been threatened, and even the town’s greedy callous ruler cannot ignore the threat anymore. A war is brewing. Can you stop it before it is too late?”  
 
DDEX2-5 Flames of Kythorn/HULB 1-2 Hulburg Burning Saturday 3:00 PM
Flames of Kythorn 
4 Hours, Character level 1 to 4 
During a summer drought, Mulmaster is threatened by a series of arson attacks. As the populace riots, accusations fly blaming Thayans, residents of the ghettos, 
rowdy sailors, therefugees from Phlan and dozens of others. Can you solve the mystery before the city burns? 
 
Hulburg Burning 
4 Hours, Character level 5 to 10 
Violence is on the on the rise, even more than expected. The heat is rising. People run amok. But greed does not appear to be the flame behind it. Something 
much colder appears to drive the chaos. Can you track it down and remove it?”   
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DDEX2-8 Foulness Beneath Mulmaster/HULB 1-3 Hulburg Saturday 8:00 PM
Foulness Beneath Mulmaster 
4 Hours, Character level 1 to 4 
The sewers beneath Mulmaster have always been dangerous, with countless stories of brigands, murderers, and worse that lurk beneath the streets of the City of 
Danger. But those stories pale in comparison to a new threat under Mulmaster, one brought to light by a strange and disturbing corpse recently found. It is up to 
you to learn the terrifying truth of what lurks below. 
Hulburg 
4 Hours, Character level 5 to 10 
Since the rebirth of Hulburg, the strong have preyed upon the weak, with only limited protection offered by the law. Recently, any resemblance of law and 
order has been threatened, and even the town’s greedy callous ruler cannot ignore the threat anymore. A war is brewing. Can you stop it before it is too late?”  
 
DDEX2-10 Cloaks and Shadows/DDEX2-13 The Howling Void Sunday 10:00 AM
Cloaks and Shadows 
4 Hours, Character level 1 to 4 
The Cloaks of Mulmaster have taken an interest in your progress, and may be looking to sponsor adventurers for future work. You’ve been offered an interview 
with one of their ranking members at the Theater of the Stars, but you never know what to expect in the City of Danger. 
The Howling Void 
4 Hours, Character level 5 to 10 
A storm of unparalleled fury has been ravaging the peaks of the Earthspur Mountains for a tenday, and the Monastery of the Yellow Rose sits in its eye for now. 
Some monks have fled the monastery to the safety of Mulmaster and beseech you to convince their more obstinate brothers to retreat to the city before the eye 
of the storm shifts, and the monastery is in terrible danger. Can you brave the elements and convince the monks to escape?”   
DDEX2-16 Boltsmelter’s Book/DDEX2-15 Black Heart of Vengence C116 Sunday 2:00 PM
“Boltsmelter’s Book 
4 Hours, Character level 1 to 4
A dwarven expedition has stopped in Mulmaster for much-needed supplies. Furgis Boltsmelter, their founder and leader, is looking for some “no questions 
asked” protection for the duration of his stay in the city. Whatever he is trying to protect may not stay hidden for long. Can you keep his secret treasure out of 
the wrong hands?
Black Heart of Vengeance 
4 Hours, Character level 5 to 10 

Aleyd Burral, the Risen Hero of Phlan has sounded the call to battle! Intent on retaking her home of Phlan, Aleyd has amassed a sur-
prising amount of support from the citizenry of Phlan, including that of the High Blade himself. But as lofty as her goals might be, 
the honor-bound warrior seems willing to sacrifice much in her quest—including everything she once stood for.”
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